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ABSTRACT The Volvo Group is a Swedish multinational manufacturing company headquartered in Gothenburg. They were started in 1927 by two founders Assar Gabrielsson, an SKF sales manager, and a KTH Royal Institute of Technology educated engineer Gustav Larson. Since 1927, Volvo has developed from a small local industry to one of the leading suppliers of commercial transport solutions providing products such as trucks, buses, construction equipment, and drive systems for marine and industrial applications. They still work by founders core values Quality and Safety, but they added Environmental care in 1970. They invented the 3 point safety belt. They want to be pioneer in transportation solutions around the world and they are constantly developing new technologies and solutions for transportation sectors. The Volvo Group is now collection of different brands that are merged under their name such as Volvo Trucks, Mack Trucks, Renault Trucks, Volvo Buses, UD Trucks,… With more than 100,000 employees worldwide, production facilities in 18 countries, a presence in 190 markets and sales close to 300,000 units per year, the Volvo Group has developed to become one of the world´s largest producers of commercial vehicles.                           
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1 VOLVO GROUP Is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of trucks, buses, construction equipment and marine and industrial engines. They are also providers for complete solutions for financing and services. Volvo Group has established one of the leading positions on a global market. Based on sales volumes, the Group is the world’s second largest manufacturer of heavy-duty trucks and one of the world’s largest manufacturers of construction equipment, buses and heavy-duty diesel engines, as well as a leading supplier of marine and industrial engines. Their brand portfolio consists of Volvo, Volvo Penta, UD, Terex Trucks, Renault Trucks, Prevost, Nova Bus, Mack and Arquus. They also have alliance and joint ventures with the SDLG, Eicher and Dongfeng brands. By offering products and services under different brand names, they can address different customer and market segments in mature as well as growing markets worldwide.   Picture 1: Volvo Group brands  Volvo Group employs over 100,000 people worldwide and number is consistently growing, they have production facilities in 18 countries and they sale they products on more than 190 markets. 
 Picture 2: Number of employers worldwide That they are rally global company is shown by their worldwide spread. Here are their main locations: 



- EUROPE: In the truck sector it is primarily the Volvo Trucks and Renault Trucks brands that dominate the market. The biggest markets are France, Britain, Germany, Sweden and Russia. They are also present with their Volvo buses, Volvo CE, Terex trucks, Volvo Penta and VFS. They produce trucks, buses, construction equipment and engines at 20 facilities in Europe. Primarily in Sweden, Belgium and France, but they also have brand new production facility in Poland.  - NORTH AMRICA: The big truck brands in North America are Volvo Trucks and Mack Trucks, while for buses is Volvo Buses, Prevost and Nova Buses. They have production facilities at ten sites. In the USA they build trucks, engines, construction equipment and buses. The production plants are mainly found on the east coast such as at New River Valley and Hagerstown, in Canada and Mexico they build buses.  - ASIA: They have nine production plants in Asia. In India production is mainly located in Bangalore, where they build buses, trucks and construction equipment. In addition, they build trucks in a joint venture with Eicher in the Indian city of Pithampur. In China they build buses, engines and construction equipment in Shanghai. And also have two joint ventures with truck maker Dongfeng Trucks and with SDLG, which produces construction equipment. There is also Volvo CE production plant in Changwon, South Korea and factory in Ageo, Japan, that produces trucks under the UD Trucks brand as well as engines and transmissions. Asia’s biggest markets are Japan, China, South Korea, Indonesia and India.  - SOUTH AMERICA: Largest market in South America is Brazil following by Peru, Chile and Argentina, the two dominated truck brands are Volvo Trucks and Mack Trucks. With industrial operations in Brazil since 1977, they have two plants in the country. In Curitiba they build trucks, bus chassis, cabs, engines and transmissions and in Pederneiras, they produce construction equipment.   - AFRICA AND OCEANIA: The largest markets in this area are Australia, South Africa, Algeria, Morocco and New Zealand. In Australia they build both truck brands Volvo and Mack Trucks. Production takes place in the same factory in Brisbane. In South Africa Volvo Trucks and Renault Trucks models are assembled in a joint factory in Durban and they also produce UD Trucks models in Pretoria.     



Production facilities Volvo Group is heavily invested in their industrial and logistics system with modern production equipment and adequate technical capacity. To meet the customer expectations their focus is on quality, lead times and delivery precision while working to ensure health, safety and wellbeing for employees.          The Group has factories in 18 countries around the world. In addition to production sites, their industrial operations worldwide include several product development centers, and a large number of parts distribution centers and logistics centers. Furthermore, there are assembly plants operated by independent companies at 10 locations around the world. Table 1: SPREAD OF PRODUCTION PLANTS AROUND THE WORLD   North America South America Europe Asia Africa and Oceania Volvo Trucks New River Valley (US) Curitiba (BR) Blainville (FR), Göteborg, Umeå (Cabs) (SE), Gent (BE), Kaluga (RU) Bangalore (IN), Bangkok (TH) Brisbane(AU), Durban (ZA) UD Trucks    Ageo (JP), Bangkok (TH) Pretoria (ZA) Renault Trucks   Blainville, Bourg-en-Bresse (FR)   Mack Trucks Lehigh Valley (US)    Brisbane(AU) Eicher*    Pithampur* (IN)  Dongfeng Trucks*    Shiyan* (CN)  Construction Equipment Shippensburg (US) Pederneiras (BR) Arvika, Braås, Eskilstuna, Hallsberg (SE), Konz-Könen, Hameln (DE), Belley (FR), Motherwell (UK) Changwon (KR), Shanghai, Linyi* (CN), Bangalore (IN)  Buses St Claire, St Eustache, St Francois du Lac (CA) Curitiba (BR) Borås, Uddevalla (SE), Wroclaw (PL) Bangalore (IN)  Volvo Penta Lexington (US)  Göteborg, Vara (SE) Shanghai (CN)  Engines and transmissions Hagerstown (US) Curitiba (BR) Köping, Skövde (SE), Vénissieux (FR) Ageo (JP), Pithampur* (IN)  

Picture 3: Engine assembly Picture 4: First ZERO emission production facility, Gent France 



1.1 History of Volvo Group In 1924, the two founders Assar Gabrielsson, and Gustav Larson, decided to start construction of a Swedish car. They intended to build cars that could withstand the rigors of the country's rough roads and cold temperatures and to be the safest possible. Volvo began activities on 10 August 1926. After one year of preparations involving the production of ten prototypes, the firm was ready. Volvo Group itself started in 1927, when the first car, a Volvo ÖV 4, rolled off the production line at the factory in Hisingen, Gothenburg. Only 280 cars were built that year. First truck, the "Series 1", debuted in January 1928 and it was immediate success and attracted a lot of attention outside the country. In 1930 they started exporting trucks to European countries. In 1935 Volvo Group was introduced to Stockholm Stock Exchange. The same year they started acquiring companies to expand their business first they acquired Pentaverken (now known as Volvo Penta) which had manufactured engines for Volvo, providing a secure supply of engines and entry into the marine engine market. The first bus, named B1, was launched in 1934, and aircraft engines were added to the growing range of products at the beginning of the 1940s, by acquiring the Swedish precision engineering company Svenska Flygmotor (later renamed as Volvo Aero). In 1950 Volvo acquired the construction equipment manufacturer, Bolinder-Munktell, later part of the VME Group (now Volvo Construction Equipment). In 1964 two plants were opened, one in Torslanda, Sweden, and one in Alsemberg near Brussels, Belgium. Together, they guaranteed that Volvo would have sufficient car and truck manufacturing capacity to place the company in a world ranking position. The year after a new diesel engine plant was opened in Skövde, Sweden, and in 1968 Volvo commenced truck assembly operations in Australia and car manufacture business in Malaysia. With the construction of a second truck manufacturing plant in Belgium, Volvo was now transformed into a European company with a Swedish base, instead of what it had previously been; a predominantly Swedish company with export sales.   
 Picture 5: On the left first truck "Series 1" and on the right first car Volvo ÖV 4      



Partnerships and merging attempts In 1977, Volvo tried to combine operations with rival Swedish automotive group Saab-Scania, but the latter company rejected it. In the 1970s, Volvo first started to collaborate with French manufacturer Renault. In 1978, Volvo Car Corporation was spun off as a separate company within the Volvo Group. They build two new plants for producing bus chassis and trucks first was opened in Curitiba, Brazil and second in Tuve, Sweden. In the 1990s, Renault and Volvo deepened their collaboration and both companies partnered in purchasing, research and development and quality control while increasing their cross-ownership. Renault would assist Volvo with entry-level and medium segment vehicles and in return Volvo would share technology with Renault in upper segments. In late 1993 Volvo-Renault merger deal was announced, but the Volvo shareholders and company board voted against it so alliance was officially dissolved in February 1994. Refocusing on heavy vehicles After unsuccessful merger with Renault Volvo Group decided to focus on commercial and heavy vehicle industry only so they sold Volvo Cars in January 1999 to Ford Motor Company. The same year Volvo Group acquired RVI/Mack with the aim of growing within the truck sectors in both the USA and Europe. Following this deal, the Group acquired two new brands, Mack and Renault Trucks. In 2001 Asia become Groups second biggest market, with Japan being the biggest in Asia with acquisition of Nissan Diesel, which was now known as UD Trucks. In China Volvo CE set up production in Shanghai, where Volvo Buses and Volvo Penta were already running. Volvo CE also completed the acquisition of the shares in Lingong, a large producer of construction equipment in China, giving it two brands, Volvo CE and SDLG. In India the Group set up a joint venture, VECV, VE Commercial Vehicles Ltd, with the company, Eicher Motors, which was the third largest producer of trucks in India. In 2012 Volvo Group sold Volvo Aero to British company GKN, and really focused on transportation solutions. In the 2013 Group acquired the 45% of Chinese vehicle manufacturer Dongfeng, to enlarge their presence on Asian market, new company is named DFCV. And in the same year they also acquired Scottish company Terex Equipment, producers of heavy duty tipper trucks. Now Volvo Group is combined of diverse brand portfolio that consists of Volvo Trucks, Volvo buses, Volvo Penta, UD, Terex Trucks, Renault Trucks, Prevost, Nova buses, Arquus, Mack Trucks and Volvo Financial Services. They are also partners in alliances and joint ventures with the SDLG, Eicher and Dongfeng brands.     



1.2 Volvo Group Strategy  For their success they work within Volvo Group strategy that consist of: - Their core values: QUALITY, SAEFTY AND ENVOIRMENTAL CARE - Their values: it is in company’s culture how they interact with each other, with their customers and with society as a whole, to achieve business objectives. Volvo Group culture is described by a set of five carefully chosen values. They serve as a guide to their day to day behavior, they drive decisions at all levels of the organization. They express shared beliefs across regions and entities and create the base for a high performing culture. Those 5 values are:  
o Customer success: 

 that’s mean that they understand customers business, 
 listen and talk to customers about needs, desires and challenges, 
 focus on transport solutions that make costumers successful and create value to society  
 deliver on their promises 

o Trust: 
 are transparent and have respect for individuals, 
 trust other teams to do their best and respect their decisions making 
 collaborate easily and crate great results true teamwork and open dialog 
 are empowered and have courage to act 

o Passion: 
 proud of the work and business they do, 
 engaged and committed to meet goals, 
 see how diversity strengthens them and try to bring out the best in everyone, 
 admit mistakes, fix them and learn from them, 
 are proud of achievements, have fun and celebrate successes. 

o Change: 
 are curious about the world around, 
 are innovative and find smart ways to create new solutions and business, 
 see change and transformation as a source of inspiration and energy, 
 are open-minded and share knowledge. 

o Performance: 
 have a strong business instinct, 
 have the skills, knowledge and intuition to do the right thing, 
 expect a lot from ourselves and others, and walk the extra mile to do a great job, 
 see the big picture and know when to let go of an idea, a project or a plan.   



- Their mission: DRIVING PROSPIRITY TROUGH TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS, which means: “Modern logistics is a prerequisite for our economic welfare: transport helps combat poverty. Transport is not an end in itself, but rather a means allowing people to access what they need, economically and socially.”  - Their vision: BE THE MOST DESIRED AND SUCSEFFUL TRANSPORT SULUTION PROVIDER IN THE WORLD, which means: “We are in a people business. We operate in a business-to-business market, where people make the decisions. Trust and relations are as important as the total offer. By bringing together the best of everything from the offer to the relationship, we will become the customers’ preferred choice.”  - Their aspirations: 
 Have leading customer satisfaction for all brands in their segments 
 Be the most admired employer in their industry 
 Have industry leading profitability  After more than a decade of acquisitions to build the scale needed to be competitive in commercial vehicles segment, Volvo Group is now in a phase focused on organic growth, improved efficiency, increased profitability and getting even closer to customers. From the late 1990’s to 2011 the Volvo Group’s strategy was primarily targeted at growth, on the truck side, acquisitions include Renault Trucks, Mack Trucks and Nissan Diesel (now UD Trucks), the joint venture with Eicher Motors in India (VECV) and the strategic alliance with a 45% ownership in Dongfeng Commercial Vehicles (DFCV) in China. Examples from the Construction Equipment side include the acquisition of Samsung’s excavator business, the 70% ownership in the Chinese wheel loader manufacturer Lingong (SDLG), road equipment from Ingersoll-Rand and the hauler business from Terex. The acquisitions along with organic growth have enabled the Volvo Group to reach economies of scale in product development, production, purchasing and financial services. The streamlining to commercial vehicles has also involved the divestment of non-core operations such as Volvo Aero, Volvo Rents, real estate and the external IT business. Now the Group has entered the next phase with a focus on organic growth and improved performance.  Picture 6: Volvo Group range of products   



1.3 What they do? Without the type of products and services that Volvo Group provides, the societies in which many of us live would not function. Like a circulatory systems, their trucks, buses, engines, construction equipment and financial services are involved in many of the functions that most of us rely on every day basis. In general we can split Volvo Group in five sections: - On the road, their products help ensure that we have food on the table, transport to the airport and newly constructed roads to drive on. 15% of all food in Europe is delivered by a truck from Volvo Group. Their trucks also transport furniture, clothing, sanitary products and computers. These are all products we need in our daily life. Buses transport us quickly to the nearest airport. We can take an intercity bus to visit relatives or go on holiday in one of their touring coaches. Construction machinery is used in infrastructure expansion projects, for example for construction of roads, railways and bridges. In order to ensure that their vehicles stay on the road and continue to operate safely, they help customers with excellent, quick services and first-class technical solutions.  - In the City, their products take you to work, collect your garbage and keep lights shining. Volvo Group is developing tomorrow’s public transport solutions so that we can get to work or to school quickly and easily. Their construction equipment is used to build housing, industrial and sports facilities, and the Group’s vehicles help keep public areas clean by transporting millions of tons of refuse from cities around the world every week. Reliable electrical generators ensure that the power is running when you visit a hospital. Volvo Group is one of the world’s largest suppliers of industrial engines. They invest strongly in the development of vehicles that run on alternative fuels, including hybrid and electric vehicles, with the aim of improving the city environment. 
Picture 7: Volvo FH16 in action 

Picture 8: Volvo FL during city deliveries  



- Off road, they contribute to the extraction of some of the world’s most important raw materials. Volvo Group’s vehicles can be found at the bottom of mines and in the middle of forests. Their industrial equipment and trucks are used daily to mine iron ore, clear forests, transport lumber or haul many tones of stone and rock. Industrial engines power vital irrigation installations at agricultural sites all over the world, so that farmers can grow their crops. They help customers with financing and services so that no machines remain at a standstill – no matter where in the world they operate.   - At the sea, they are with as on sea whether you are on holiday in your pleasure boat or travelling by passenger ferry to work. Sea conditions may be the roughest imaginable when the coast guard or marine rescue services are out on duty. The sea can also be calm and pleasant when you are travelling on a ferry or fishing from your private leisure boat. Volvo Group has marine engines both for leisure time and for commercial business.  - Volvo Group Services, in addition to vehicles and machines, the Volvo Group’s offering includes various types of financing solutions, insurances, rental services, spare parts, preventive maintenance plans, service agreements, assistance services and IT services. The range and flexibility of offering means that solutions can be customized for each customer separetly. Their extensive network of workshops is expanding all the time, so costumers have acces no mether where they are. With Service Contracts customers know exactly when the vehicle or machine is due for service and what the costs will be for maintenance and repairs. This gives them more time to focus on their core business. They also provide 24/7 rodside assistance. To keep the costummers cost down they provide varius driver traninig programs, resulting in reduced fuel consuption, safer draving, reduced impact on envoierment. With VFS (Volvo Finanvial Services) they provide diferent financing and leasings, dealer financing and insurnaces that complete they total transportation solutions. With technology devlopment they also provide different transport information systems, like remote diagnostics, machine monitoring, Dynafleet,.. 

Picture 9: Volvos construction trucks 
Picture 10: Volvo Penta marine engine used to propel coast guard boats 



2 ORGANIZATION Volvo Group organizes various operations to deliver the greatest possible focus on costumers and their needs, and to exploit and harness theirs far-reaching and shared resources in the best possible way. As said before Volvo Group is comprised of ten different business: Volvo Trucks, UD Trucks, Renault Trucks, Mack Trucks, Group Trucks Asia & JV:s, Volvo Construction Equipment, Volvo Buses, Volvo Penta, Arquus and Volvo Financial Services. Shown on the picture below is organization tree. 
 Picture 11: Volvo Group organization tree They combine the best of two world: - synergies by having global organizations for product development, manufacturing, and purchasing - clear leadership and responsibility for each brand to make sure that customer needs are understood throughout the entire organization. OTHER ENTITES: In addition to main businesses, they also own other entities that help support their total offer and are important part of their portfolio, these are: 

 Volvo Group Treasury: it’s their internal bank that coordinates global funding strategy and financial infrastructure.  
 Volvo Group Venture Capital: it’s their investment company  
 Volvo Group Real Estate: it’s their property management unit that optimizes value off their real estate and provide services for workplaces. 
 Volvo Event Management: it’s their unit, that provides different kind of sponsorships 
 Alviva: provides services within the field of occupational health care. 
 WirelessCar: provides manufacturers of cars and commercial vehicles with complete and competitive telematics offers to end-costumers.  
 Volvo Merchandise: design, source and distribute Volvo Groups merchandise 



2.1 Volvo Group businesses 2.1.1 VOLVO TRUCKS Is the second largest heavy-duty truck brand in the world with trucks sold and serviced in more than 140 countries and supported by over 2300 dealerships and workshops. Volvo Trucks offers a range of medium and heavy duty trucks with more than 95% of the trucks over 16 tons. The company also provides aftermarket products and service as well as specific offers. Volvo Trucks has a production structure based on global presence. About 95% of the company’s production capacity is located in Sweden, Belgium, Brazil and the USA. Their truck range consist of: 
 models for international market: FH16, FH, FM, FMX, FE, FL. 
 models for North American and Australian market: VNL, VHD, VAH, VNR, VNX. 
 models for South American market: VM   Picture 12: Volvo Trucks  2.1.2 RENAULT TRUCKS Since 1894, Renault Trucks has offered all types of commercial vehicles, ranging from light trucks for urban distribution services to specially designed and heavy trucks for long-haul operations. Active in over 100 countries, Renault Trucks builds and maintains close relationships with customers and drivers via a dealership network comprising over 1,500 service outlets. The design and assembly of Renault Trucks vehicles, as well as the production of most components, is carried out in France. Their main market is Europe and parts of Africa and Middle East. Truck range consist of these models: T range, K range, C range, D range, Maxity, Master.   Picture 13: Renault Trucks range     



2.1.3 MACK TRUCKS Mack Trucks is one of North America’s largest manufacturers of heavy-duty trucks, engines and transmissions. Founded in 1900, Mack trucks are sold and serviced in more than 45 countries worldwide. Every Mack truck built for the North American market is assembled at its Mack Lehigh Valley Operations facility in Macungie. Engines and transmissions for the North American market are built at its powertrain facility in Hagerstown. Mack Trucks is recognized around the world as “The American Truck You Can Count On”. Their range consist of these models: Anthem, Granite, Granite MHD, LR, Pinnacle, TerraPro. Mack trucks is also parent company of Mack Defense that produce military trucks. 
 Picture 14: Mack Truck range  2.1.4 UD TRUCKS UD Trucks is offering a range of medium and heavy duty trucks, and special vehicles. As one of the leading Japanese truck brands, UD Trucks was established in Japan in 1935. UD Trucks, with its headquarters in Japan, conducts sales and services in more than 64 countries through a worldwide network of over 233 dealers. UD Trucks’ mission is to add a value of Ultimate Dependability to all of UD products, being excel on the essentials that meet the exact needs of customers. Their range consist of: Quon (CD, CG, CW, CX, GK, CZ/CF), Quester (CKE, CDE, CWE, CGE, GKE, GDE, GWE), Croner (LKE, MKE, PKE), Condor (MK/LK, PK), Kruzer (RKE) 
 Picture 15: UD Truck range 



2.1.5 VOLVO BUSES Volvo Buses is a leader in the development of sustainable transport solutions for public transport and is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of buses, coaches and bus chassis. The product range includes city buses, intercity buses and coaches as well as complete transport systems, financial services and services for vehicle and traffic information. Volvo Buses has sales in 85 countries and a global service network, with more than 1,500 dealerships and workshops. It consist of four brands: Volvo (all types off busses), Prevost (mostly known for high end coaches, conversions and motorhomes), Nova Bus (mostly known for city, airport, EV and HVE buses) and UD Bus (all types of middle range busses).  VOLVO  PREVOST Models: 9000 series, 8000 series, 7000 series, 7000 EV and HEV series, EletricCity,  BRT, B8R chassis,.. Models: H3-45 (VIP, VIP SPECIALITY), X3-45 (COMMUTER, VIP, VIP ENTERTEINER, VIP SPECIALITY) 
  NOVA BUSES UD BUSES Models: LSF Diesel, LSF Artic, LSF CNG, LSF HEV, LSFe Models: SLF, BRT 
       



2.1.6 VOLVO CE (construction equipment) Volvo CE is the world’s leading manufacturer of articulated haulers and one of the world’s leading manufacturers of wheel loaders, excavators, road construction machines and compact equipment. Founded in 1832 in Eskilstuna, Sweden Volvo Construction Equipment has grown to become one of the leaders in the development of products and services for the construction, extraction, waste processing, forestry and materials handling sectors. Their sold their products all over the world. Their portfolio consist of these brands: Volvo, SDLG (Lingong) and Terex Trucks. 
 VOLVO is a leading international manufacturer of premium construction equipment, and with over 14,000 employees they are one of the largest companies in the industry. Wide range of products and services is offered in more than 140 countries through their global distribution network. They offer excavators, haulers, loaders demolition equipment, compactors, asphalt pavers, pipelayers, and forestry equipment.  
 SDLG (Shandomg Lingong Constructing Machinery Co., Ltd.) is Chines leading manufacturer of construction equipment. They were founded in 1972 and were mostly present on Chines market, since they joined with Volvo they are rapidly expanding on other markets with their products that include earth moving scrapers, excavators, road machinery, mining trucks, and small size machinery.    
 TEREX TRUCKS heritage can be traced back to 1934 when the world’s first off-road dump truck was created. They are committed to produce outstanding, benchmark articulated dump trucks. Terex Trucks continues to produce trucks for customers in the heavy construction, quarry and mining industries with the high quality, reliable and productive equipment they require. All trucks are manufactured in Scotland. 

Picture 16: Volvo range 
Picture 17: SDLG range 

Picture 18: Terex 



2.1.7 VOLVO PENTA Volvo Penta is a global and world leading supplier of engines and complete power solutions for marine and industrial applications. Their comprehensive, reliable solutions have helped people all over the world to increase their productivity and performance in every way. By continuously improving their offer, through innovative, sustainable power solutions and the strengths and expertise of the entire Volvo Group, they are going to produce premium products for the modern market. They are split in to two sectors: 
 On the see, whether you are on holiday on your leisure boat or at the helm commanding a coast-to-coast heavy-duty transport ship. Volvo Penta innovations put you in control of the power that takes you anywhere you want to go, safe in the knowledge that you can count on your engine’s reliability and the strength of a truly global and accessible service network. Thanks to their marine expertise, they have redefined the marine industry over and over again, focusing on efficiency, sustainability and customer’s needs. MARINE LEISURE Volvo Penta is the world’s largest manufacturer of diesel engines for leisure boats and the leading developer of marine propulsion systems. Their philosophy, “easy boating”, is the driving force behind innovations such as the Volvo Penta IPS, Inboard Performance System and Forward Drive, these are groundbreaking solutions that make boating easy, enjoyable and more fun.         MARINE COMMERCIAL Sea and river transport, coastguards, passenger transportation and wind farming vessels all depend on their engines’ performance, reliability and durability. Volvo Penta offers drive systems and engines for propulsion, auxiliary equipment and complete marine generator sets to fulfill the wide range of requirements of the marine commercial sector.   

Picture19: Volvo Penta IPS engine Picture20: SX CROSSOVER yacht 
Picture 20: Volvo Penta sterndrive engine Picture 19: Coast Guard boat 



 On the land Volvo Penta supplies premium power solutions for equipment manufacturers and end users. Their solutions are used for mining operations deep below, construction equipment, road building and landscaping to port-handling. With a perfect combination of strength and versatility, Volvo Penta engines supply industrial operations with durable and reliable performance, together with services and support that will maximize uptime, no matter where in the world operation is.   OFF-ROAD APPLICATIONS  Volvo Penta’s engine range is characterized by high performance, reliability, fuel efficiency, and low emission levels. Built to be versatile, their low weight, compact designs, easy installation and optional equipment packages make them perfect for numerous machine and equipment applications in a variety of industries, which are: Agriculture Construction Forestry 
   Material handling Mining Special Vehicles 
           



POWER GENERATION ENGINES Volvo Penta generator engines are designed for most demanding needs thinkable, they are producing two variants:  STANDBY POWER: “where and when you need it”. Volvo Penta engines are reliable and durable engines for standby power operations that will ensure peace of mind, day after day. They provide different kinds of emergency backups that are needed in critical situations. They have global support true their extensive network of dealerships. Their Standby Power engines are used worldwide for backup generators in hospitals, airports, offices, laboratories…  
  PRIME POWER engines provide reliable, fuel/efficient power, whatever the requirements or challenges might be. They provide power where ever and for whatever operation it might be needed, from construction sites, arctic exploration missions, to providing power to remote off gird villages around the world.  2.1.8 ARQUUS Arquus manufactures robust, secure reliable armored vehicles, government vehicles and protection systems adapted for operations in international projects, for different Governments needs and organizations worldwide. They are present globally true Volvos Group network, so they can provide support and services no meter where their vehicles operates. They make: - Defense: tactical trucks, light multipurpose vehicles, armored personal&system carriers, combat&patrol vehicles, medium&heavy fighting systems, special forces vehicles - Security: patrol&border control, law enforcement&APC and counter terrorism vehicles  

Picture 21: Volvo Penta generator engine Picture 22: Backup power generators on US Military airport 

Picture 23: MIDS truck Picture 24: DAGGER Picture 25: SHERPA 



2.1.9 GRUP TRUCKS ASIA & JV (joint ventures) Group Trucks Asia & JVs is responsible for the value truck business. The business area is designed to meet the specific needs and unique market challenges of the Group’s truck customers in the value truck segment. Products are mostly developed and produced for developing markets in Asia, Africa and South America Group Trucks Asia & JVs has a separate value chain from Volvo Group with its own resources for purchasing, technology, manufacturing and sales. The business area also works closely with Volvo Group JV partners in Dongfeng Commercial Vehicles and VE (Volvo Eicher) Commercial Vehicles. Group trucks Asia & JV is really important for Volvo Group since its focuses on developing and one off the biggest markets in the world.   VE Commercial Vehicles is a joint venture between the Volvo Group and Eicher Motors Limited. Operational since July 2008, VE Commercial Vehicles Ltd. (VECV) comprises of five business verticals: Eicher Trucks and Buses, Volvo Trucks India, Eicher Engineering Components and VE Powertrain. VECV includes the complete range of Eicher's commercial vehicles, components and engineering design businesses as well as the sales and distribution of Volvo trucks. Each of its 'business units is already well established and backed by a sizable customer base.  
Dongfeng Commercial Vehicles is one of China´s leading truck brand and it was established in1969. The company is now expanding globally and is gradually establishing its global sales & service networks. Dongfeng Trucks develops and manufactures all main truck components such as: engines, gearboxes, axles, cabs and chassis. The production capacity is approximately 200,000 trucks a year, head office is located in the city of Shiyan, in Hubei province in the center of China. The company has approximately 29,000 employees, 15 plants and subsidiaries plus an advanced technique center. The product range covers heavy and medium duty long haul, regional, local distribution trucks and construction, mining and off-road trucks. 

Picture 28: SkyLine School bus Picture 26: PRO 1059 CNG Picture 27: PRO 6049 
Picture 31: Dongfeng KX Picture 30: Dongfeng KR Picture 29: Dongfeng KC 



2.1.10 VFS (Volvo Financial Services) Volvo Financial Services provides a full range of financial services for the truck, construction equipment, bus, and marine industries. The primary brands that Volvo Financial Services supports are Volvo Trucks, Volvo Construction Equipment, Volvo Buses, UD Trucks, SDLG, Renault Trucks, Mack Trucks and Eicher. It was formed in 2001. The company manages a gross credit portfolio of over 12 billion EUR, employs over 1,400 people worldwide, and provides customer financing in over 40 countries. The Volvo Financial Services executive management team shown below is the highest decision forum within organization. The team consists of a diverse group that is located across the globe. The VFS global headquarters office is located on the Volvo Group’s North American campus in Greensboro, North Carolina. They also have VFS regional headquarters offices in Singapore in Southeast Asia, and in Gothenburg, Sweden.  The team oversees operations in almost 30 locations supporting over 40 markets, with financing capabilities that represent almost 90% of Volvo Group sales. As the number one provider of financial solutions for Volvo Group product sales, VFS delivers value to customers and builds loyalty to the Group brands through ease of doing business, speed to market, and knowledge and expertise of the industry. 

 Picture 32: VFS corporate tree       



2.1.11 TRUCK DIVISIONS Volvo truck division is global organization for product development, manufacturing, and purchasing within Volvo Group. It’s organized in three divisions: 1. GROUP TRUCKS TECHNOLOGY Volvo Group’s global truck technology and product development organization, is responsible for technology research, engine development, product design and all the technology and product development linked to truck operations, as well as supporting the products in the aftermarket. The organization has 7.000 employees working in global teams with focus on delivering world-class engineered products and services. They are really focusing on developing reliable, sustainable and advance products for the future like future transportations systems, EV vehicles, autonomous vehicles,…             2. GROUP TRUCKS OPERATIONS Volvo Group’s global truck operation organization organizes, support and develop manufacturing of the Group’s engines and transmissions as well as manufacturing of all Volvo, Renault, Mack and UD trucks. They are also supplier of spare parts to the Group’s customers and operators of all Groups Logistics.      3. GROUP TRUCKS PURCHASING Volvo Group’s purchasing organization is the global group function covering the purchase of automotive products and parts including aftermarket, for all truck brands in Volvo Group Trucks. The organization also covers the Indirect Products & Services (IPS) Purchasing. 

Picture 33: VERA fully electric autonomous logistic solution  
Picture 34: Volvo trucks production line 



3 INOVATION AND FUTURE Innovations within transport will reshape the people lives and cities of tomorrow. Automated driving, electromobility and connected vehicles will allow for quieter, cleaner and safer transportation solutions for future megacities to grow and prosper. For Volvo Group, technology means the aspiration to move forward, constantly working together to improve and do better. It means creative and innovative thinking, evolutionary and revolutionary problem solving, all in order to reach their vision: “Be the most desired and successful transport solution provider in the world”  Volvo Group employs more than 10000 engineers worldwide, with R&D facilities in 15 countries and yearly R&D budget of more than 1,5 billion EURs. Their main focuses are on automation, electromobility, safety and connectivity. 3.1 R&D milestones Volvo Group builds on their 90 years of corporate history defied by their value-led innovation. Their commitment in safety and quality was rooted by their founders Assar Gabrielsson and Gustaf Larson and their aim to produce safe, high-quality vehicles. - 1927: The first car rolls off the production line this year, the first truck a year later and the first bus was launched in 1934. - 1959: Volvo pioneered the 3-point safety belt that becomes an international life saver. They put their patent in public use so all vehicle manufactures could use it. - 1971: Environmental care was added as a corporate core value. They acknowledged that products had a negative environmental impact and decided to put lots of effort in developing green sustainable transportation solutions. - 1976: They introduced the 3-way catalytic converter as an effective system for reducing exhaust emissions. - 1981: Volvo invents Automatic Power Shift (APS). APS saves fuel and boosts performance by constantly selecting the right gear for the job and the current operating conditions. - 1990: Launch of the Environmental Concept Car, Bus and Truck and the Group’s first fleet management solution. - 2001: Volvo lunches I-Shift revolutionary new automated transmission, it calculates several parameters like road conditions, topography, and tonnage to determine the best shift option. - 2002: Renault Trucks vehicle management system Infomax is developed, it’s a tool for measuring and analyzing vehicle fuel consumption. - 2004: Volvo Penta invents Penta IPS (Inboard Performance System) engine that delivers about 35% better efficiency at cruising speeds than shaft engines. - 2006: I-SAM hybrid concept is developed. It’s an electric hybrid system for heavy vehicles such as trucks and buses that operates on routes with frequent braking and acceleration, that combines electric motor with transmission to deliver fuel savings of up to 35 %. 



- 2007: CO2-neutral trucks and plant. They were the first vehicle manufacturer to produce CO2-neutral demonstration trucks. The Group also presents the world’s first CO2-neutral vehicle plant, Volvo Trucks plant in Ghent, Belgium.  - 2010: They were the first automotive manufacturer approved to participate in WWF’s Climate Savers program. Program involves multinational companies in the battle to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions. Climate Savers objective is to develop low, zero or carbon positive business models and demonstrate that reductions in greenhouse gas emissions can go hand-in-hand with economic growth. - 2012: I-See, it reduces fuel consumption for long-distance transport. Like an autopilot system, it handles gear changes, throttle and brakes, based on vehicle location, weight, topography,… - 2013: Volvo lunches Dynamic Steering, it’s an electronically controlled electric motor attached to the steering shaft that makes the truck driver’s job both safer and more comfortable. This is the technology behind the viral success video “The Epic Split” by Jean Claude van Damme and Volvo Trucks. - 2014: Dual clutch. Volvo Group launches the first transmission on the market with a dual clutch system for heavy vehicles. With dual clutches; gear changes take place without any interruption in power delivery. - 2015: Electric bus. Together with partners in different sectors, they developed buses and infrastructure, to electrify bus network in Gothenburg. The benefits of that include low noise, no local emissions, 99 % reduction in CO2 emissions and 80 % energy savings. - 2016: Volvo first fully autonomous trucks are tested in underground mining operations in Kristineberg mine. They also introduced and start testing their first semi-autonomous refuse truck for urban environment.  
Volvo Concept Lab, is a joint visionary communication platform for the Volvo Group and the Volvo Product Brand. Through it they showcase cutting-edge ideas and innovative concepts that meet customers future needs and accelerate the transition to a sustainable future.  
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3.2 Safety Jobs in transportation sectors are still one of the most dangerous jobs in the world. With pressure on drivers for shorter delivery times, bad road infrastructure, congestions on roads and all the others that are involved in traffic, drivers life is at risk every time he is on the road. So companies must focus on making this sector safer with their products and systems. Recent study shown that when people were asked what was first think they think of when mentioned safe vehicle, most common answer was VOLVO. So is no strange thing that Volvo is synonym for safety for last 50 years, its Volvos DNA. Volvo Group is collecting and saving accident data since 1969, that’s for more than 50 years and from more than 1700 accident, it’s a huge commitment that is taken very serious. They are aver that safety requirements today are going to defer from those of tomorrow, so they constantly developing new and improved features for their products. They know that for roads to become safer place is not enough just to make safer trucks, but it’s their commitment to educate and inform all the off the road users. So Volvo has launched a lot of projects to raise awareness about road safety. Some of the projects are: • ‘See and be seen’ initiative focuses on awareness in traffic. Most accidents are due to human factors such as lack of attention, poor understanding and misjudgment. ‘See and be seen’ features activities that demonstrate how to improve safety in the interaction between cyclists and truck drivers. • ‘Stop Look Wave’ campaign. More than 260,000 people under the age of 19 die in traffic accidents around the world every year, according to the World Health Organization. Too many of these accidents involve trucks and buses. In 2015, Volvo Trucks took a step towards trying to improve this depressing statistic. They launched the Stop Look Wave campaign. A challenge was issued to all of their employees based around the world. They were encouraged to get involved in promoting safety for their own children and for children in their communities. Since, children are the most vulnerable of all road traffic users.  Stop Look Wave is designed to teach children all around the world about the dangers they face in traffic every day.  But still one of the main focuses for Volvo Trucks will be to make safer products. To avoid accidents completely, vehicles will need to communicate with one another, and to the surrounding environment, at lightning speed. With that they will be able to react much faster that the people will be able to prevent accidents. But for this type of technology to develop we will need a collaboration between manufacturers and society. And also some open langue in witch vehicle will be able to communicate between each other. Volvo Group is already working on development of these kind of systems with others, so in the future technology will be accessible and easy to use. So combining these technology with autonomous driving will hopefully really gave us ‘Zero Accidence’ future.     



3.3 Automation Volvo Group believes that automation will redefine the commercial transport solutions that most of us rely on every day. Automation will create real-life benefits for both their customers and the society in terms of productivity, safety, energy and fuel efficiency. Since the ideal automation level is determined by its added value for customers and society, Volvo Group decided to introduce automated applications gradually over time. Main advantages of automated transportation: - Optimization in traffic flow - Reduction of fuel consumption - Improved road safety - Cleaner environment    Levels of Automation Various solutions will be required depending on the degree of automation that is sought after and the complexity of the situation where the transport solution is to operate. Driver only: Driver is fully engaged all the time. Assisted: Automation of individual function, driver fully engaged. Driver may be “feet off” e.g. when using cruise control. Partial Automation: Automated of multiple functions, driver fully engaged. Driver may be both “feet off” and “hands off”, but eyes must stay on the road. Conditional Automation: Automation of multiple functions, driver responds to a request to intervene. Driver may be “feet off”, “hands off” and “eyes off”, but must be able to resume control quickly. High Automation: Automated in certain conditions, driver not expected to monitor road. Driver has no responsibility during automated mode. Full Automation: Situation independent automated driving. Driver has no responsibility during driving. 
 Picture 38: Levels of automation 



Current automation projects: - First completely autonomous truck: In 2016 the group presented a self-driving truck, the Volvo FMX, in the Kristineberg mine in northern Sweden. Volvo’s fully autonomous truck is the first in the world that is tested in real life operations.      - Autonomous, self-driving refuse truck and sugar-cane self-steering truck: Together with Swedish waste management company Renova, Volvo Trucks is currently testing and researching how automated vehicles can contribute to safer, more efficient refuse handling and create a better working environment for drivers. In Brazil Volvo is working closely with sugar-cane produces to develop auto steering truck that will follow sugar-cane combine automatically. - Hub-2-Hub, Truck Platooning: Hub-2-Hub is a concept truck with semi-autonomous system that can travel autonomously from one hub to another and the similar system is used in Truck Platooning where driver is needed in firs truck of platoon and the other trucks follow automatically, that saves fuel, increases efficiency and help drivers rest. -  VERA: Vera is an autonomous, electric vehicle that can operate with significantly less exhaust emissions and low noise levels. It is controlled and monitored via a control center, and has the potential to make transportation safer, cleaner and more efficient. It combines the benefits of three big technological areas: automation, connectivity and electromobility, to create optimal flows in transportation and logistics operations.    

Picture 39: FMX autonomous truck in operation 
Picture 40: Volvo truck automatically track harvester 

Picture 41: Volvos autonomous system VERA 



- Autonomous docking: Volvo Penta is developing autonomous boat docking, based on its IPS engines. The first production IPS engines should arrive in 2020 and they will be able to perform autonomous docking in harbors around the world.  - HX1, HX2: The HX1 autonomous, battery electric, load carrier is the first-generation prototype, which served as proof of concept for the updated, second-generation prototype, HX2. The HX2 prototype incorporates shared technologies and components from the Volvo Group. The HX2 also has a completely new drivetrain and a vision system that detects humans or obstacles in the machine’s vicinity. HX2 is part of an electric site research project that aims to transform the quarry and aggregates industry, by reducing carbon emissions by up to 95% and total cost of ownership by up to 25%.  3.4 Electromobility  Electromobility is changing the automotive world and in the near future it will also change how we plan our cities and infrastructure. Imagine indoor bus stops at hospitals or shopping malls, or night-time deliveries being made by silent distribution trucks. At Volvo Group, they are taking the knowledge from building vehicles and automotive systems, and creating new technology that will not only make our cities less noisy and polluted, but also change the world of construction forever. Main advantages of electromobility:    - Quieter cities: Noise means strain on both people and the environment. Electric vehicles make it possible to significantly lower noise levels and noise-related pollution.  - Cleaner city air: Electromobility is an important part of Volvo ambition to move towards their vision of zero emissions and they are working with cities around the world to actively seek new ways to improve air quality. - Better traffic flow: Quieter vehicles can make it possible to perform a wide range of assignments during off-peak hours such as early mornings, late evenings or even at night. This reduces the burden on the roads during peak traffic hours. - Better working days: Electric trucks and other electric vehicles make life easier for drivers and operators. A quieter drive along with zero exhaust emissions are the basis for a significantly improved working environment both in and outside the vehicle. And since an electric vehicle provides full power and torque from standstill as well as significantly lower driveline induced vibrations, it’s also a pleasant driving experience. 

Picture 42: HX2 autonomous load carrier  



Current electromobility projects:  - VERA: like said before Vera is part of fully electric electric, autonomous transportation solution for future transport in cities, logistic centers and ports.      - Electric trucks: First all-electric truck for commercial use Volvo FL. It’s based on gasoline FL model and it’s manly developed for urban distribution and refuse operations. Sales and series production of it will start in 2019 in Europe, closely followed by another new electric FE model. With this two introductions, Volvo takes the lead in solutions for electrified goods transport in cities and regional distribution. They are also in innovative partnership between the Volvo Group, California’s South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) and industry leaders in transportation and electrical charging infrastructure, Volvo Trucks will introduce all-electric truck demonstrators in California next year, and commercialize them in North America in 2020. This is all part of Volvos LIGHT (Low Impact Green Heavy Transport Solutions) project The Volvo LIGHTS project involve 16 partners and their goal is to  transform freight operations at the facilities of two of the United States top trucking fleets. Volvo LIGHTS is part of California Climate Investments, a statewide initiative that puts billions of Cap-and-Trade dollars to work reducing greenhouse gas emissions, strengthening the economy and improving public health and the environment, particularly in disadvantaged communities. 
 - Eletric Roads: Volvo Group, Alstom and NCC have together formed the VästSvenska Elvägar (West Sweden eRoads), which has submitted a proposal to The Swedish Transport Administration to build an electric road based on proven technology used for the propulsion of trams. Eletcric rode will be used as test environment for evaluation of the energy transfere between road and vehicle. 

Picture 43: Fully electric Vera vehicle 
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- Electric construction equipment: Volvo Groups commitment to greener environment is shown by developing new environment friendly products across their product range including construction equipment. Volvo CE has been really focused on developing electric powered equipment for the past few years, here are some of the products: 
o HX1, HX2 autonomous electric powered load carriers 
o Volvo EX1 is a 70-ton dual-powered, cable-connected excavator prototype. Although it’s operated in exactly the same way as a conventional Volvo excavator, it is much more environmentally friendly in fact, when it’s plugged into the grid, it emits no carbon emissions whatsoever.  
o Volvo EX2 its 100% electric compact excavator prototype that delivers zero emissions, 10 times higher efficiency, 10 times lower noise levels and reduced total cost of ownership compared to its conventional counterparts. The prototype has won the Intermat Innovation Award for its revolutionary design.  
o Volvo LX1 is electric hybrid wheel loader that can deliver up to a 50% improvement in fuel efficiency. The machine also offers a significant reduction in emissions and noise pollution compared to its conventional counterparts. It’s tested in the real-world green waste composting and a waste transfer site in California since 2017. 
o Volvo LX2 is a second-generation electric compact wheel loader prototype. The combustion engine has been replaced with a lithium ion battery and electric motor, it delivers zero emissions, significantly lower noise levels, improved efficiency and reduced operational costs.  All of the construction equipment shown above is part of Volvos Electric Site Research Project, world first emission free quarry. 

Picture 46: Volvo EX1 
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Picture 48: Volvo LX1 loading HX2 
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- ELECTRIC SITE RESEARCH PROJECT Sourcing from electromobility and automation expertise of the Volvo Group, the research project “Electric Site” aims to electrify each transport stage in a quarry. From excavation to primary crushing and transport, to secondary crushing, although a negligible amount of diesel power will still be used. The system’s efficiency, safety and environmental benefits are set to impact both customers and society at large. In October 2015 Volvo CE teamed up with its customer Skanska Sweden, the Swedish Energy Agency and two Swedish universities Linköping University and Mälardalen University, to collaborate on this 2 million EUR project. Volvo CE is coordinating the project and is in charge of developing the machines and systems. Skanska Sweden is providing logistical solutions, application relevance and job site knowledge. The Swedish Energy Agency is helping to fund the project and the universities are carrying out research.             Testing  Volvo CE is testing the viability of its “Electric Site” concept at Skanska’s Vikan Kross quarry, near Gothenburg, Sweden. The system, which incorporates electric and autonomous Volvo machines, will run in a real production environment for 10 weeks, delivering an anticipated up to 95% reduction in carbon emissions and up to 25% reduction in total cost of operations. 
 Picture 51: Electric site concept 
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3.5 Connectivity Volvo Group has the industry’s broadest customer offering of connectivity solutions for trucks, buses and construction equipment. With almost 700,000 connected assets, they have the largest number of connected commercial vehicles and machines in the industry. Connectivity is essential for achieving goals of increasing uptime and fuel efficiency, as well making roads safer place. It’s one of the key technology areas for Volvo Group. Their solutions enables customers to lower their costs, increase uptime and productivity, leveraging collected vehicle data. It is also enabler for development of Automation and Electromobility, both when it comes to technology and when it comes to services & solutions for these applications. Their Connectivity solutions will increase transport and resource efficiency through optimized traffic flows and a higher utilization of existing infrastructure, while increasing traffic safety.   Advantages with connectivity: - Better uptime - Increased fuel efficiency  - Increased safety  Current projects: Connectivity is part of all automation projects and part of almost any new electromobility projects since these three technologies are main part of Volvos future transportation solutions. It’s also offer solutions for current products on markets: - Optifleet and Dynafleet, are truck and bus fleet management systems from Renault and Volvo Trucks, where users can monitor vehicles, drivers and manage business in real time wherever they are. Some features: 
o rapid overview of the situation of  fleet, vehicles and drivers 
o managing unforeseen events more easily, assigning tasks rapidly 
o staying close to drivers throughout their tasks 
o supervising driver’s performance  
o share improvement potential directly with drivers and driver trainers - Self-weighing trucks, with more and more countries putting limitations on maximum allowed load on their roads, Volvo Trucks started developing self-weighing system that can be fitted on any of their existing truck so truckers always know exact weight of their truck.  - Proactive Monitoring is Volvos CEs system that monitors vital parts of construction machine and prevents unnecessary stops by providing preventative maintenance on vital parts, also all parts that are monitored provide malfunction alarm directly to operator and owner of machine. - Caretrack Operation is Volvo CEs machine usage tracker that offers reports on fuel consumption, machine utilization and excessive idling, to help maximize productivity. For each machine, a different report is generated, giving valuable insight into operator’s efficiency.  



4 CONCLUSION The Volvo Group is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of trucks, buses, construction equipment and marine and industrial engines. The Group also provides complete solutions for financing and service. It employs about 100,000 people, has production facilities in 18 countries and sells its products in more than 190 markets. In 2017 the Volvo Group’s sales amounted to about 33 billion EUR. 4.1 Their costumers make societies function The Volvo Group’s products and services contribute to much of what we all expect of a well-functioning society. Their trucks, buses, engines, construction equipment and financial services are involved in many of the functions that most of us rely on every day. The majority of the Volvo Group’s customers are companies within the transportation or infrastructure industries. The reliability and productivity of the products are important and in many cases crucial to customers’ success and profitability. 4.2 Strong global position Thanks to competitive product programs, strong dealers with dense service networks and increasingly more complete offerings, including services such as financing, insurance, leasing, various service contracts, accessories and spare parts that support the core products, the Volvo Group has established leading positions on a global market. The Volvo Group is the world’s second largest manufacturer of heavy-duty trucks, one of the world’s largest manufacturers of construction equipment, buses and heavy-duty diesel engines as well as a leading supplier of marine and industrial engines. These positions provide for economies of scale in product development, production, purchasing and financial services. 4.3 Competitive products All of the Volvo Group’s products have been developed to contribute to efficient transport and infrastructure solutions. Sales of new vehicles, machines and engines as well as used vehicles and machines, superstructures and special vehicles accounted for 75% of the Group’s net sales in 2017. Sales of vehicles and machines build a population of products that drives spare parts sales and service revenue. 4.4 First class services In addition to vehicles and machines, the Volvo Group’s offering includes various types of services such as insurance, rental services, spare parts, preventive maintenance, service agreements, assistance services and IT services. The range and flexibility of the offering means that the solutions can be customized for each customer. The service business contributes to balancing the fluctuations in the sales of new products and is an area of priority. Sales of services accounted for 21% of Group net sales in 2017. The Volvo Group also offers financing for customers and dealers. During 2017 Financial Services provided financing solutions for 25% of Group products in the markets where financing is offered.    



4.5 Driving progress We are living in exciting times, where technology we have already available today brings major opportunities. Social and environmental challenges, political instability and changed behaviors due to digital and technological transformation are however increasing the uncertainty around us. The Volvo Group is committed to take an active part in defining the transport solutions meeting future demands. Continued successful development of combustion engines, transmissions and aerodynamics, to name a few, will be important also tomorrow. By focusing on common components between brands and business areas as well as common product architecture and shared technology (CAST), will free up capacity and resources for new technologies while mastering the existing. Innovation does not come out of machines or computers, it comes out of people. Increased need for transports, climate challenges and to lift countries out of poverty set demands on technological innovations and on new ways of doing business. There are three main technology trends impacting transportation industry: connectivity, automation and electromobility. To a large extent, these technologies are enabled by software technology. The Volvo Group has an excellent platform for the future as evidenced by 700,000 connected Volvo Group vehicles, pilot projects in automated solutions for trucks and machines, as well as their electric and hybrid solutions.        
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